News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke
This month, three reviews of poetry books by League members, news from
Sonja Greckol, Sue McMaster, Andrea Beverly, and Penn Kemp, non-fiction
books of interest to women. The 2019 Caucus Panel pertains to Women and
Others: re the Vote.

Hi Anne and all FC friends -- When we established the Living Archives series, we invited
readers to join a "Matron/Patrons" list. I suggest we update that in coming chapbooks,
and also in reprints where possible, to read "Sponsors" or "Friends", so we are as
inclusive as possible. Could we have an on-line "show of hands" for this?
Hi Anne -- I just sent it to you, as FC chair, assuming you'd send it out in the best manner
to suit the Caucus?
Glad you like the idea.
Sue
-Susan McMaster web.ncf.ca/smcmaster soundcloud.com/susanmcmasterpoet
Dr. Andrea Beverley
Canadian Studies & English
Mount Allison University, Sackville, New Brunswick

To: A. Burke
Jul. 18 at 10:40 a.m.
Dear Anne,
Yesterday afternoon I had a Skype meeting with Susan Brown and Mihaela Illovan, two
of the core leaders at CWRC. We discussed next steps for the digitization of the Living
Archives series. They are thrilled that the Feminist Caucus wants to proceed with the
project!
As a first step, CWRC will provide a simple summary of the copyright/licensing
information regarding potential open access to the Living Archives. We hope that such
succinct and hopefully convincing information will be useful to communicate to the
Feminist Caucus membership, particularly those who have contributed to the series.
Susan Brown from CWRC is consulting with an Open Access librarian at the University
of Guelph (where she works) in order to make as accurate and as pithy a summary as
possible regarding copyright. I will send that to you as soon as it's ready.
Other than that, we are working on figuring out the technical side of uploading the
chapbooks to the CWRC repository (they will be hidden from public view for the
moment), and digitally "tagging" the chapbooks with relevant information (author names,
publication year, etc.). It is quite a process!
Please don't hesitate to let me know if you or any other Feminist Caucus members want
to be more heavily involved in any of these processes or want to talk directly with
CWRC. Any input is most welcome!
Happy summer, Andrea.

Hi Anne,
It’s a little hard to understand what is driving the selection of this particular special issue.
If they are committed to understanding what constitutes the present moment, they need to
understand suffrage in a much more complex way. I edited the Prairie Fire call for
submissions to reflect this more complex approach.
I also suggest they reach out to assemble a diverse panel of women who might have
specific interests to be part of the Editorial Team for this particular issue. This team
should reach out to different communities that might be interested in submitting and then
participate in the editorial process. Perhaps they would be wise to talk to the TWUC
about their experience with the Special Aboriginal issue of the newsletter.
cheers
Sonja Greckol
Fwd: LCP Feminist caucus - Canadian Women & the Vote
Anniversaries are bittersweet events. On May 24, 1918 Canadian women won the right to
vote in federal elections. This anniversary is an opportunity to trouble that landmark
victory's meaning in the lives of women in diverse communities; to trouble the exclusion
of Asian-Canadians and Indigenous peoples then and the matrix of many women's
continuing disenfranchisement.
Prairie Fire encourages writers who live anywhere on the gender spectrum who writing
from their aborginality, immigrant, cultural and/or racial location, their abilities, age and
class to submit original, unpublished creative work that commemorates or castigates,
honours or howls at the 100th anniversary of the “Act to Confer the Electoral Franchise
upon Women.” Send us poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction, memoir, drama—or another
genre, as you see fit—that celebrates, reflects on, or engages with women’s, trans, and
nonbinary issues in Canada in the last 100 years.
Hello Anne,
I am travelling at the moment so will not have a chance to look at these for a week or so.
[Re: Here are the Prairie Fire call for submissions and some correspondence.]
It struck me that adding an excerpt from the speech below to the Mission statement might
address some of the issues that were raised in the small group discussion. We would be
quoting our very own Cdn feminist minister.
The LCP is committed to resisting homegrown "anti-democratic movements on the rise.
Whether they are neo-Nazis, white supremacists, incels, nativists or radical antiglobalists, such movements seek to undermine democracy from within."

"And within the club of wealthy Western nations, we’re seeing homegrown antidemocratic movements on the rise. Whether they are neo-Nazis, white supremacists,
incels, nativists or radical anti-globalists, such movements seek to undermine democracy
from within.” Chrystia Freeland https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/article-fromcanada-to-our-us-friends-might-is-not-always-right/
cheers
Sonja Greckol
Thank you for continuing on as Feminist Caucus chair! Here’s my info for your August
report! The cover is attached.
Cheers!
Penn
Penn Kemp's new book, FOX HAUNTS will be launched this
September:
Sunday, September 9, 2018, 4-6 pm. Launch, Aeolus House
poets: Ariane Blackman, Brian Cameron, Stanley Fefferman,
Tom Hamilton, Penn Kemp and Colin Morton. Pressed (waffle
house), 750 Gladstone Ave, Ottawa, ON K1R 6X5. (613) 6809294. Contact: Allan, abriesmaster@outlook.com. Sponsored by
the League of Canadian Poets.
Monday, Sept. 10, 7 pm. Launch, Local Heroes and Fox
Haunts. Novel Idea, 156 Princess St, Kingston, ON K7L 1B1.
Introduced by Elizabeth Greene. Contact: (613) 546-9799,
egreene4@cogeco.ca. B
Wednesday, Sept. 12, 7-9 pm. Launch, Aeolus House poets: Ariane Blackman, Brian
Cameron, Tom Hamilton, Penn Kemp and Sydney White. Supermarket Restaurant, 268
Augusta Ave., Toronto. Contact: Allan, abriesmaster@outlook.com. Sponsored by the
League of Canadian Poets, Metro readings in public places.
www.pennkemp.wordpress.com
https://www.amazon.ca/Local-Heroes-Penn-Kemp/dp/1554832063
https://www.amazon.com/Fox-Haunts-PennKemp/dp/1987872142/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525695775&sr=1-5

Review of poetry elemental, by Kate Braid (Halfmoon,
BC: Caitlin Press, 2018) 95 pp. paper.
"It happens every year like a wish" pertains to the
"Calgary Stampede: 1956", when wide Prairie air, the
onomatopoeia of horse hooves, and the majesty of Cree,
Shawnee, and Sarcee all contribute to "one jewel of a
day".
Thus, like magic, Father gifted them with height and "leads us aloft like
birds to hover alone with him/ in blue sky, breathless." "The flat/ black pupil
that doesn't look at you" (in "Big East Lake", by Sue Sinclair) pertains to the
world impenetrable, which calls for worship and awe. ("Wood Buffalo
National Park")
Of this astute and studied collection of mature poetry, Braid has revealed in
an interview that "The autobiography poem at the start of each section came
from a writing exercise in a workshop at UBC with Dionne Brand in the
1990s. Isn’t it amazing, and wonderful, how things all pull together at some
point! Poetry magic." http://rollofnickels.blogspot.com/
She embraces traditional forms of poetry, such as
palindromes, glosas, found poems, variations on haibun (the
combination of two poems: a prose poem and haiku), and
prose poems. See: In Fine Form: A Contemporary Look at
Canadian Form Poetry, edited by Braid and Sandy Shreve,
(2nd edition, Halfmoon Bay, BC, Caitlin Press, 2016).
The collection is organized by an adaptation of the elements: "Water",
"Fire", "Wood", "Sky" (otherwise known as "Air") and "Earth". Hence, the
particularities are "elemental". The opening epigraph is from D.H. Lawrence
on the whole life-effort of the individual which depends on direct contact
with the elemental life of the cosmos. He makes mention of mountain, cloud,
thunder, air, earth, and sun.
In the autobiographical "Water", her earliest swimming lesson, our
evolutionary phase ("Swimming in Time"), a simile for "Rain drops like a
shawl" ("Listen") the ocean or sea ("English as an Island" and "English
Bay", in Mystery", an ode. The tide frightens her ("Small'' Boat"); "the bowl
of my body opens" ("The Empty Cup").

Ekphrasis is used to great effect in "Sudden Shower Over Shin-Ohani Bridge
and Atake", "Uji Bridge in Ise", a Japanese woodblock prints on paper.
Another is "La Source" on an oil painting by Jean Dominique Ingres.
There is an homage to the French poet Gullaume Apollinaire (1880 – 1918)
in "The Sunlit Sea Supports Nothing" on Apollinaire's "The sunlit sea". In
"Tattoo", "the proof of sea is fear," was by Alice Oswald, a British poet from
Reading, Berkshire, whose work won the T. S. Eliot Prize, in 2002, and the
Griffin Poetry Prize, in 2017.
In autobiographical "Fire", the edict is "Find wood". Shamans are trained
since birth ("Monolith"). Darkness and light are associated with stone or
caves. "Like the rock/ we are broken". An homage to "Diving Into the
Wreck" by Adrienne Rich contains a fireplace that holds no fire. Indeed,
"We are all rock" ("Lava"). The persona of the poet craves to be alone.
("Silence") She vacates the city and seeks the stove where "Fire Crackles
and pings", then "sings", near her beloved. ("Opening the Cabin").
In the autobiographical "Wood", a sapling invites construction. Her father's
trade of carpentry inspired her own wood working, despite "the scars on her
palms." ("Younger Sister") The Biblical Jude was a cabinetmaker. She
reaches for perfection in sculpture as art. An icon or "live edge" of wood
from a living Ark becomes a "Moby Dick" of obsession. ("The Wood
Hanging") An homage to "Hot Air" by poet Linda Rogers" adopts a quatrain
for "an ecstatic, shivering forest of evergreens, delirious". ("Fairy Tale") A
lyric from David Crosby becomes a salutation ("Masters of the Earth") She
personifies a two-by-four (The Dimensions of Lumber") and responds
empathically to Lorna Crozier's poem in A Compendium of Everyday
Things. ("Carpenter: To the Trees") "Tree Song" is a poem, in roundelay,
based on "Naked Trees" by John Terpstra. The ekphrastic "Grey" was
inspired by Emily Carr, on "a great cedar's heart" much like her own human
one. The death of her carpenter father invokes "You dream/ deep handholds
of bark", "the smooth arms of arbutus", associated with earth, sky, birds, and
his heart like a current. ("Lullaby for a Sick Father") The essence of "Being
Tree" was dedicated to poet Christine Lowther. The source of "Inside
Mother Roof" was the Glossary of Japanese Joinery: A Handbook for
Joiners and Carpenters.

In the autobiographical "Sky", new-born cells introduce "a new world", with
dramatic effect. Braid alludes to poets as magpies, "picking up ideas,
images, and suggestions everywhere, anywhere". In "The Birds", "All the
birds are waiting", chickadees, house sparrows, woodpecker, owls, gulls,
crows. "Crow I" and "II" depict an injured bird, for which she expresses
compassion and their other roles as shadow companions. In "breath", a robin
represents "the world only needed the weight of a bird for it all to begin
again." Sparrow, redwing, magpie, and crow are addressed in "Redwing, I
Say" and the hammerhead cement crane is ironically the stork of the trades.
There are "these ever-narrowing fields of sky". Both poems riff on poet
Maureen Scott Harris. Cowboy Junkies, an alternative country and folk rock
band formed in Toronto, Ontario, Canada in 1985, lead the poet to reflect on
how Superman has trouble with boundaries. "Are we there yet" is an apt
question ("Airplane Whine") A flood delays her ("She Sits") "The world lies
very still" ("Breath")
In the autobiographical "Earth", she experiences a mock burial incident. The
agricultural community experiences financial hardship but share fond
memories with tears in their eyes. ("The Day of the Carr Family Auction")
Lament at a wake causes the poet who return to the natural world for solace
and she composes a eulogy. ("Blackberries for Jacqueline") "The flat/ black
pupil that doesn't look at you" (in "Big East Lake", by Sue Sinclair) pertains
to the world impenetrable, which calls for worship and awe. ("Wood Buffalo
National Park") In "Moss and Stone" the poet celebrates a mosaic of silence
and human bodies in a dream or vision of the People, "all sense combined".
She alludes to Joseph Campbell (1904 – 1987) an American Professor of
Literature at Sarah Lawrence College who worked in comparative
mythology and comparative religion. In an ode "To the Coal Miner Buried
Alive" the earth appears untamed. The Nova Scotia men's coal-mining choir
express the "Seams of Sound". In "Autobiography of Stone", "I am the
oldest sister, since elsewhere in the collection, there are the older and the
younger sisters. A tour de force is a prose poem on limestone cliff and cave,
about Cuba, followed by "Not a Labyrinth" on stone chambers and running
fountain, based on the Hungarian Ethnographic Museum, in Budapest. "The
Door to Rock" signifies "The Oldest Rock in the World", by Russell
Thornton. In "Blue", "There's nothing that does not yearn", by Anne
Michaels, blue granite walls amid ghosts and stone proffer her strength.
Robert Kroetsch's "Seed Catalogue" asked "How do you grow a past/ to
believe in?" Braid replies in an instructional poem "How to Homestead",

dedicated to her grandmother, an immigrant from Ireland to Canada, in
1905. It involves praying, planting, "Dig right in. It's the beginning". An
ekphrastic poem "Three Small Rocks Big", on an oil by Georgia O'Keefe,
1937, presents a brave woman, "of a hard steel frame". Another poem on the
Hungarian Museum, deals with ghosts ("The Blessing"). She reveres the fact
that "I can rise,/ touch my lips to stone, singing." What matters is "the O of a
single round// well-considered word, a cave of silence." ("You Are a
Traveller Standing in Front of a Mountain and Were Just Going to Say
Something Important"). The final epigraph is from Rumi, an Iranian poet,
"we begin/ ...being green again."
In 2012 Braid was declared one of Vancouver’s
"Remarkable Women of the Arts". In 2015, she
was awarded the Mayor of Vancouver’s Award
for the Literary Arts for showing leadership and
support for Vancouver’s cultural community, and,
in 2016, she received the Pandora’s Collective BC
Writers Mentor Award. She lives in Victoria and
on Pender Island with her partner. See:
www.katebraid.com for further information.
Anne Burke

Review of Listen Before Transmit, by Dani Couture
(Hamilton, ON: Wolsak and Wynn Publishers, 2018)
70pp. paper.
The pervasive tone of the poetry is a lament for the void,
of loss, loneliness, empty space. The cosmos is evoked,
with astronomy and mythology, with particular texts and
contexts. Without the acknowledgements it would not be
possible to research all of her references. However, they do appear in the
“Notes” at the end of the book. Therefore, the poetry can be read and
understood without finding out all of the sources.
For example, the opening poem uses a line from “keats & I” from Not Me
(NY: Semiotext(e), 1991) by Eileen Myles, an American poet. Another
depends on a lyric from Pink Floyd ‘s “Shine on You Crazy Diamond”. The
“holy measure” is a reference to "kilogram", a unit of mass. In “Pioneer 14”

the poet refers to the Voyageur Golden Records, indeed a plaque, which
depicts only two genders. The dawn space probe, in 2007, forms a centro in
“Watched by the Drone”, a poem in which each line is from one side of a
years-long email discussion. “The Omgea Trick” after “The Judge” is a
painting by Matt Bahen, an artist who graduated from the Ontario College of
Art and Design, in 2002. The epigraph is from “Overnight a Horse
Appeared”, a poem by Kate Hall, and was published in The Certainty Dream
(Coach House Books, 2009) a collection which was shortlisted for the
Griffin Poetry Prize, in 2010.
“Listen Before Transmitting” appears to refer to a tumour-like condition, but
"the good type", radiation by the mechanism of a dial, hence “goodbye”, and
thereby the message was truncated at the end. The title poem was inspired
by‒ and riffs off‒ American poet Peter Gizzi’s poem “Pretty Sweety”, for
whom the archaeology of lost sound is a way of understanding the role and
the task of poetry, so too the layering of the voice, his paratactic syntax. This
juxtaposition of clauses and phrases without the use of coordinating or
subordinating conjunctions,( that is to arrange side by side, a placing side by
side), is the central tenet of this collection.
Parataxis is a literary technique, in writing or speaking, that favours short,
simple sentences, with the use of coordinating rather than subordinating
conjunctions. It contrasts with "syntaxis" (the grammatical arrangement of
words to form sentences; also the set of principles governing such
arrangement) and "hypotaxis" (the grammatical arrangement of functionally
similar but "unequal" constructs; from the Greek hypo-"beneath", and taxis
"arrangement").
There is “transmission failure” in another poem in which the agent
prosthetist is a highly trained health care professional experienced in the
design and manufacture of artificial body parts. The octopus, like a crab, is
on borrowed limb. Hence, the dream of “your missing leg”, or lost ankle, a
tenuous neural connection, a vegetarian philosophy (“Mother, Order
Octopoda”).
The body is mocked, with the male’s “pecs” and the woman’s “holes”, yet
“Our nature/ we call human”, the imperative is humane. (“Pioneer 14”) Solar
system mobiles are constructed from foam, whether for astronomy or cranial
nerves.

A “mnemonic” device operates as an aide in learning techniques for
retention or retrieval (remembering) in the human memory. They may take
the form of a song, rhyme, acronym, image, or a phrase to help remember a
list of facts in a certain order.
The mechanical failure in (“Report on the Bright Spots on Ceres”, in an
asteroid belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter and within the orbit of
Neptune). In “Watched by the Drone” technology overcomes human, a
godhead, looking at tax forms online, or a legal webinar.
“The Omega Trick” is part of a Pokemon game, the inversion of earth and
sky, “Oz’d” machinations, we are all “Model T” descendants. Mistranslation, “on the jagged Morse” code, like a chipped tooth, “Watched its
parts” (“Forecast”).
In a memoir, the emphasis is not on the author’s developing self but on the
people and events that the author has known or witnessed. The pattern is of
the apogee (the point in the orbit of an object, such as a satellite orbiting the
earth that is at the greatest distance from the centre of the earth); a climax or
culmination, the absence of melatonin disturbs sleep. (“Memoir”). The
disproportional sizes and spaces are part of the gallery experience, together
with adapters, plugging in, an informational plaque. The aim and effort are
to be somewhere else, a supreme dislocation.
Math, in general, and algebra, in particular, relate to a golden mean, the ideal
moderate position between two extremes, excess and deficiency, as in Greek
philosophy. A “person” is singular but “their” and “they” are plural, an
effort, perhaps to avoid gender, but one that refutes number. The poem
moves through "undoing", "never born", "never happened", "reversal",
"inside out", with the fairy tale woodsman, a blood oath, and menstruation.
(“Black Sea Nettle”) This was the title of a chapbook by Couture. The black
sea nettle is considered a giant jellyfish.
Les Navigateurs de l’infini (The Navigators of Space) by J.H, Rosny (Joseph
Henri Honoré Boex) is a 1927 science fiction novel and inspired “A Brief
History”, a long poem which uses methodical repetition to ponder time,
human evolution, and the planets. Couture notes that this was the first
instance of the word “astronaut-astronautique” being used. The poem can be
gainfully read and understood without the reference, but it does point to the
layering aspect and how the poems aspire to complexity.

“Clonal” is defined as derived from a group of cells or organisms descended
from– and genetically identical to– a single progenitor and may refer to
immunology. The poet’s concern asks is it hereditary.? “Foley” is the
repetition of everyday sound effects added to film, video, and other media in
post production to enhance audio quality. Buck deer have antler velvet for
dominance in mating purposes. Conception was confused with a tumour, not
what a girl wanted. (“Or In Argument”) Routines bring comfort. (“Minus
Time” was titled after a novel by Canadian Catherine Bush, which was
shortlisted for Canada’s First Novel Award and the City of Toronto Book
Award.) Emptiness pervades, so too animals and plants belonging to the
same species; disruptive sleep disorders including night terrors, sleepwalking, and other occurrences, hence “Nightly”. (“A Casual Defence”).
A binary system persists in a report on the status of raccoons as spies in an
urban environment. The final line was from a Globe and Mail article, “In
Toronto’s War on Raccoon Nation, I’m Siding with the Critters”, by
Elizabeth Renzetto.) Research contains a series of questions for abnormal
sleep patterns, some of which are messaged to experts. (“Sleep Study”) In
“Red-Eye”, a flat red bulb hangs, a reminder of past events. "Hostas" or
plantain lilies are shade-tolerant foliage plants. The speaker feels guilt,
desire, “Plant seeds”. (“Almanac”, of the Old Farmer’s variety). “A sudden
as a squall” a comparative analysis, is an intricately patterned poem.
(“Squall”) A space probe to the planet Pluto, advice to juvenile lovers
(“Flyby”), ends this section. There are references to the New Horizons space
probe, and Couture acknowledges the astronomer who discovered the planet
Pluto, in 1930. Since then, there has been a debate about whether or not it is
an actual planet, albeit dwarf.
Couture uses a line from Moby-Dick, by Herman Melville, about obsession
to explore OSIRIS on the orbiter of European Space Agency (ESA)’s
Rosetta mission to a particular Comet. The probe’s fate (and the final line) is
a reference to the comet’s song. Dr. Holger Sierks is a staff member at the
Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research in Germany. Concern
follows “its endless,/ terrible orbit”. There is a rustling, murmuring, rustling,
or whispering sound (“susurrus”), compared with the radio which transmits
the hum, far-flung song.
“Arc” is dedicated to Emily Keeler, a Canadian writer and editor. The poem
is about habits and habitats, space travel yields results. Couture references

cities in Invisible Cities, a novel by Italo Calvino. “Cities, like dreams, are
made of desires and fears, even if the thread of their discourse is secret”.
Each city is unique as an early warning system. (“Virga”) Compare
expansions and retractions (“Sympathetic Strings”) gravity depends on the
radio “with a twist of the dial”. Apples are missing in action, so prefer
canned. A companion poem “Final Report on the Status of Raccoons on
Fern Avenue” your future depends on such small , clawed hands, contrails,
interstellar song. Ten codes: the cinerary becomes “eternal contraband”.
Couture notes that “But/ like Hernandez’s lilies is from “Comment Thread in
Response to “100 Best Flowers of the Year”. (“Another Earth” was titled
after an independent 2011 film written by Mike Cahill and Brit Martling
which premiered at the Sundance Film Festival.) The meaning of words
slips, “brutalism” in architecture is concrete, not “cruel”. An alternate
universe, this key will not unlock. Coexistence is recommended, given
relativity. (“Mote”) Traditional land was redeveloped. (“Shift of Occupant”)
The speaker was obsessed with space, the paradox of “going down is the
only way up”. The object appears to differ when viewed from different
positions (“Parallax” refers to Mauna Kea, one of the best places on our
world to look up and out”, according to Couture.) Decompression is
expected in this eschatology. (“Last Days”) Planes resemble ships, on which
passengers learn more about one another. (“Contact”) The May transit of the
planet Mercury is accessible to even the laymen.

Couture has published Black Sea Nettle (Toronto: Anstruther Press, 2016) a
chapbook, and several poetry collections: Good Meat (Pedlar Press, 2006),
Sweet (Toronto: Pedlar Press 2010) , and Yaw (Toronto: Mansfield Press,
2014) and Algoma, a novel (Invisible Publishing, 2011). Her work received
an honour of distinction from the Writers’ Trust of Canada’s Dayne Ogilvie
Prize for Emerging LGBTQ Writers and won the ReLit Award for Poetry.
Anne Burke

Review of Another Nirvana, poems by Archna Sahni
(Toronto: Mawenzi House Publishers, 2018) 88 pp. paper
In part one "Against the Grain", the persona of the poet
regards her child as the sum total of all her faces, unlike
the fading fathers. ("My Immaculate Conception") With
reincarnation, "our every meal is a prayer is a meal."
("Plants Rewrite History") A collective noun "we"
demonstrates that "Prometheus" was not a man. A
bisexual flower refuses plastic flowers. ("Decline") The
"lake of fire" ("To Lucifer") yields to revolution, dedicated to victims of
terrorism everywhere. ("Because of the Best in Us")
"Rakhi Redefined, or Sisters Too Need a Festival" revisits "Raksha
Bandhan" meaning "bond of protection, a Hindu Festival where sisters tie a
"rakhi" or sacred thread on the wrists of their brothers. A prayer is said for
their well-being and the brothers pledge to protect their sisters. In medieval
times, the women of Rajasthan would tie a "rakhi" on the wrists of their men
going to battle. Honour may have sent men with "tilak", a mark on their
foreheads, to their deaths. The seven sisters represent the seven provinces in
northeastern India. The feminist interpretation calls for respect for the
women when tradition has not permitted a reciprocal relationship.
"To All the Lizards I Have Known" was inspired by International Peace Day
on 21 September, 2009. The poet participated in an event by the
Transformative Learning Centre, at the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, University of Toronto. The aim of the group was to share
thoughts and poems on peace. By the end of the session, each was asked to
pick a folded piece of paper and instantly compose a poem about that
subject. Sahni reveals her mortal dread of lizards, then no mere coincidence,
she must now confront her fears. Eggshells and peacock feathers are
traditional in India to ward off lizards. "I tried them all, but they didn't
work".
She wrote the poem over several days. This period was dedicated to the
Hindu festival of Navratri ("Nine Nights") in honour of the warrior goddess
Durga. The "vahana of Goddess Durga is a lion or tiger symbolizing valour
and majesty. The tenth day of victory was Vijayadashmi, when the goddess
vanishes.

The demon of egoism and ignorance was depicted as half-man, half-bull.
"Vahana" means "vehicle" or "carrier". When Hindu deities are associated
with an animal or bird on which they ride or is pictured beside them, the
"vahana" has a "complex" and "subtle" relationship to the deity. Some of the
qualities are reflected, symbolizing emotions that the worshipper must learn
to control or overcome.
In part two "Space / Inter-Space" dual poems "Immigration: Take One, and
Two", her human condition, as a world citizen, indicates her "so-called" past
depends on another place rather than her present residence. A poem
dedicated to the Dalai Lama, another to the people of "Tibetmata" ("Mother
Tibet"), are reflections of empathy, so that the writing on the T-shirts "Tibet
Will Be Free" will be true. "Draupadi", the heroine of an ancient Indian epic
Mahabharata, was married to five men (all brothers). There is Jamyang
Norbu's translation of the older eighteenth-century national anthem of Tibet.
The satellite photo of the earth at night rejects the divided mind, since "there
is / unspoken poetry in all of us." ("Earth from Space")
In part three "Lyric Lessons", although she acknowledged "All men are not
poets", her father gave up pens for garden hoses, to try and tame the
anarchist gardener. ("Lessons") Black Eve cried out "You must be the
Devil." ("How Zan Lost His Paradise") Desire is banished. ("Mourning")
She wished for a child's world. ("Beanstalk") The body as stalk contains the
seed of pain. ("I Can Feel Saints Feeding from the Seed of Pain") She senses
"a male smell", her mother's bath, her grandmother's baking. ("Nest of Fog")
Real flesh amid dreams and myths. ("Disillusion Me Even More") In the
yoga tradition, "sahasrara" the thousand-petalled crown chakra is the most
subtle. ("Third Eye") She tells a fiery-tale future ("Because We Might Never
Meet Again").
In part four "Journeys", she recalls the smell of rubber and rotting carcasses.
("Forests") In "Return", she recounts "your six-year absence". Reincarnation
was a way of staying in the family. ("Shelley") She will kill / and be killed."
("Dream Quest") A swan appears ("In Vatika Park). The poem "Lady
Hanuman" originates from a popular Hindu deity associated with the valour
and spirit of service. The poet identifies with the Indian epic Ramayana, in
which his master's brother is injured during war, Hauman goes to the
Himalayas in search of an herb with healing powers. Instead of bringing the
plant, he carries back the entire mountain on which the plant grows. A
purgatorial confession requires no words ("In the Hills").

In part five "Life Into Art", the poet compares Rodin's lovers in "The Kiss"
with Radha and Krishna. ("Creation Interruptus") "Losing Poems" occurs
during an incomplete exhalation. In "Modigliani I and II", the artist's wife
and the poet's father display emotions of many colours. In "Art", Saraswati,
Muse, and inner eye all reference the Hindu goddess of knowledge, music,
arts, and wisdom. The poet vicariously experiences her mother's childhood.
("Mother, in You There is a Poem") She pays heed to a beloved teacher and
friend in "I Hear You Now". It was impossible for her love to be
consummated. ("He Loved a Poet")
In part six "Another Nirvana", the urban setting has changed with the shock
of recognition, when she encounters her brother in spirit, the man of her
"Dharamshala" dream. She is unable to retrieve the lost lines of a poem
("Another Nirvana"). All her poems "shall complete their themselves". ("No
Doubt You Already Exist".

Sahni's debut collection was First Fire (Calicut, India: Yeti, 2005). Her
poems have been published in journals such as The Post-Post Modern
Review, The Brown Critique, The Indian PEN, Manushi, New Quest, The
Bombay Literary Review, Kavya Bharati, Westerly and Tibetan Review.
She received the Agha Shahid Ali Prize for Poetry and Honourable Mention
for the E.J. Pratt Medal and Poetry Prize. She earned a Ph.D. in India and a
M.Ed. from Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE), University of
Toronto.
Her poems have been published in the anthologies Ninety-Nine Words: A
Collection of Contemporary English Poems (Panchbati Publications, 2006);
The Dance of the Peacock: An Anthology of English Poetry from India
(Hidden Brook Press, 2013); Suvanrarekha: An Anthology of Women Poets
Writing in English (The Poetry Society of India, 2014); and Voices Across
The Ocean: Poems From Australia & India (Cyberwit, 2014). Her poems

have found a place in the Best of Indian Literature 1957-2007 (Sahitya
Akademi, 2012).
Conspiracy of Hope: The Truth About Breast Cancer Screening, by
RENÉE PELLERIN
For decades, women have been told that mammograms save lives. Yet
many scientists say that this is in fact not true. Conspiracy of Hope
reveals how breast cancer screening was introduced in the US before
there was any good evidence it made any difference, and how an
unfounded belief in early detection caught on quickly in Canada and other
developed countries. Today the evidence is starkly clear. Screening does
more harm than good. Still women, and their doctors, continue to buy into
a myth perpetuated by greed, fear, and wishful thinking. Conspiracy of
Hope illustrates how a vortex of interests came together to make breast
screening standard medical practice and why it’s so hard to persuade
them they are wrong. The radiologists, the imaging machinery
manufacturers, and the pink ribbon charities are all part of that story. It is a tale of back-stabbing
and intrigue, of exploiting fear and hope, while distorting and misrepresenting the evidence. Or
simply ignoring it.
Renée Pellerin is a former award-winning television producer whose roles included
heading CBC News’ Health Unit and producing investigative documentaries for CBC’s
Marketplace. She has taught journalism at the University of Regina and Ryerson University and
holds degrees from the University of Saskatchewan and the University of King’s College in
Halifax. She lives in Toronto
https://gooselane.com/products/conspiracy-of-hope
Passion over Reason | La passion avant la raisonTom
Thomson & Joyce Wieland, SARAH STANNERS
It is no secret that Tom Thomson (1877-1917) and Joyce Wieland
(1930-1998) never met. Their art could not be further apart
stylistically or methodologically. Thomson was a colourist, armed
with brushes and oil paints. Wieland was an activist who drew
upon an arsenal of wide-ranging contemporary media and whose
work is ground-breaking in the annals of feminist art. Yet, Wieland
also “burrowed into femininity” and celebrated her attraction to
Thomson. Passion Over Reason explores Wieland’s and
Canada’s fascination with Thomson and his status as a cult figure
of masculine mystique, while re-examining the mythology of his
life story which has cast a virile, woodsy painter as the
embodiment of Canadian resilience
.
Wieland was an equally heroic artist, as well as a feminist figure who was unapologetic about her
sexuality. She established a career as an experimental filmmaker and mixed media artist, working
primarily in Toronto but also in New York from 1962 to 1970. In 1971, her exhibition, True Patriot
Love, opened at the National Gallery of Canada. It was the Gallery’s first solo show of a living
Canadian female artist.
Passion Over Reason: Tom Thomson & Joyce Wieland commemorates the art of these two
Canadian-born artists, while at the same time contributing a feminist perspective to the long-held
narrative of Thomson. Featuring more than 100 reproductions of Thomson’s and Wieland’s work,
this bilingual book mixes sexuality and gender with politics, and nature and nationalism with the
formation of a collective identity.

Sarah Stanners is the Director of Curatorial and Collections at the McMichael Canadian Art
Collection. Other contributions include essays by Anna Hudson and Daisy Charles as well as an
account of Zachari Logan’s artist-in-residence project in Thomson’s shack at the McMichael.
gooselane.com/products/passion-over-reason-la-passion-avant-la-raison-english-french

Named a 2017 Book of the Year by Pickle Me This Short-listed: Kobo
Emerging Writer Prize. From pop icons to working mothers, women are
abandoning feminism in unprecedented numbers. Even scarier, they are
also leading the charge to send it to its grave. Across North America,
women head anti-feminist PR campaigns; they support anti-feminist
politicians; they're behind lawsuits to silence the victims of campus rape;
they participated in Gamergate, the violent, vitriolic anti-women-intechnology movement; and they're on the frontlines of the fight to end
abortion rights. Everywhere we turn there's evidence an anti-feminist
bomb has exploded, sometimes detonated by the unlikeliest suspects.
Between women who say they don't need feminism and women who can't
agree on what feminism should be, the challenges of fighting for gender
equality have never been greater.
F-Bomb takes readers on a witty, insightful, and deeply fascinating journey into today's antifeminist universe. Through a series of dispatches from the frontlines of the new gender wars,
Lauren McKeon explores generational attitudes, debates over inclusiveness, and differing views
on the intersection of race, class, and gender. She asks the uncomfortable question: if women
aren't connecting with feminism, what's wrong with it? And she confronts the uncomfortable
truth: for gender equality to prevail, we first need to understand where feminism has gone wrong
and where it can go from here.
Lauren McKeon was the editor of Canada's progressive, independent This Magazine from 2011
to 2016. While at This, Lauren helmed one of the bestselling issues in recent years, "Why Canada
Need More Feminism," and also organized a sold-out event on the topic, which headlined a
diverse, intersectional roster of speakers. Before leading "This," Lauren worked as a reporter,
editor and writer in the North for several years, living in Yellowknife and travelling Canada's
territories and northern Alberta.
Today, she is the digital editor at The Walrus and a contributing editor at Toronto Life, where she
wrote about her experiences with sexual assault in 15 Years of Silence. In response, Lauren has
heard from dozens of women around the world who've shared their own experiences — some for
the first time — and was prominently featured in the documentary PTSD: Beyond Trauma, which
aired in January 2017 on David Suzuki's The Nature of Things.
Lauren's personal essays, which tackle the world and her experiences through a not-so-rosy
feminist lens, have twice been featured on Longreads.com, a popular site dedicated to "helping
people find and share the best storytelling in the world." Her long-form writing has won her
several Canadian National Magazine Awards, including four honorable mentions, one silver, and
in 2015, a gold in the personal journalism category for her Toronto Life piece "Save me From My
Workout."
Lauren writes for Hazlitt, Flare, Reader's Digest, and TVO.org. One of her essays also appears
in Best Canadian Essays 201. https://gooselane.com/products/f-bomb

Hey Anne,
Michael here from Caitlin Press, hope all is well with you.
I have a new book I think you’d be interested in! Whether as a
profile, interview or something more, let me know if I can send you
a review copy.
In The Small Way, a woman re-evaluates herself and her marriage
as she comes to terms with a spouse’s transition. Intimate and
powerful, the poems celebrate the courage of a partner coming out as a trans woman and
records the confusion in facing a partner’s changing gender identity. Speaking to the
tenderness that exists between two people, the book explores shifting bodies and
changing emotional landscapes, and examines what it really means to love someone. The
poems reside in the stillness of two bodies and in the intersection between time
and grief. The Small Way is a passionate record of love and loss, and a naked exploration
of vulnerability. The book is an elegy to love and memory, a chronicle of holding on and
letting go.
Onjana Yawnghwe was born in Thailand but is from the Shan people in Burma
(Myanmar). She grew up in Vancouver and received an MA in English from UBC. Her
poems have been featured in numerous anthologies and journals, including The Best
Canadian Poetry in English 2011, 4 Poets, CV2, Room, and The New Quarterly. Her first
poetry book, Fragments, Desire, was published by Oolichan Books in 2017, and
was nominated for the Dorothy Livesay BC Book Prize.
Let me know what you think when ready. I’m happy to send a copy over in the mail. I’ll
be sending over some more new book info as the weeks march on.
Thank you for the consideration.
Sincerely,
Michael Despotovic
-Marketing & Promotions at Caitlin Press / Dagger Editions
604.831.7024 / @mikedespot
Fall 2018 Sneak Peek: BNC Catalist (all) / BookManager (Caitlin / Dagger)

